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It's evening in the forest and Little Owl wakes up from his day-long sleep to watch his friends

enjoying the night. Hedgehog sniffs for mushrooms, Skunk nibbles at berries, Frog croaks, and

Cricket sings. A full moon rises and Little Owl can't understand why anyone would want to miss it.

Could the daytime be nearly as wonderful? Mama Owl begins to describe it to him, but as the sun

comes up, Little Owl falls fast asleep.Putting a twist on the bedtime book, Little Owl's Night is sure to

comfort any child with a curiosity about the night.
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This book is a treasure!Children will love the characters, the story and the breathtaking illustrations.

The style is unlike anything else I've seen, yet it somehow feels familiar at the same time. The story

is fun and accessible without being overly simple; there's no baby talk in this book. It's beautiful and

poetic, and combined with those adorable animals makes for a unique and memorable reading

experience with your child. Wait until you see the bats!I don't know why we haven't seen any other

books from this author before, but I'm keeping my fingers crossed that there are more to come. The

children's book world needs more stuff like this!I've already given several copies as gifts, and the

response has been overwhelmingly positive -- from kids and parents alike. Everyone is captivated

from the first page.Trust me. Get this book. Get several copies. You'll thank me later.

This book is great! It is a beautiful, simple story that my 17 mo loves! The pictures are beautifully



illustrated and the story is sweet. My favorite part of the book is the pictures. Each page has a

dramatic picture that is captivating! My son keeps asking for me to read (and re-read!) this book, so

I recommend you get it! I bought 11 extra Little Owl's Night books to give as presents for all of my

nieces/nephews and friends with new babies or little kids!

This is one of my 2 year old's favorite bedtime books.Well written with beautiful artwork; the wording

is not childish at all, it introduces many advanced vocabulary words (waddle, gnawed, hovered,

fluttered, gazing, rustling, gliding, etc), as well as a variety of animals (possum, hedgehog, skunk,

beaver, raccoon, moths, cricket, bats, etc).It has sturdy pages and it's the perfect size for her little

hands to flip through on her own too.We also own Little Owl's Colors & 123; and we can't wait until

Little Owl's day is released as a board book, we will definitely be purchasing it to add to her

collection!

This is the bedtime story we read to our 1 year old twins every night. The pictures are great. The

story is not too long, but not too short. I like the variety of animals and the groups that we can count

together if we want. It's a great book for bedtime because the story winds down at the end and ends

with little owl being fast asleep.

Beautiful and surprising illustrations--it's a treat to turn the page, both for my 2 year-old daughter

and for me. Our daughter is just beginning to be afraid of the dark, but this book makes the

nighttime inviting--it's bringing her around!

This book is just so sweet and sublime. The illustrations are gorgeous. I love the

nighttime-is-beautiful theme -- if my daughter ever feels afraid of the dark, I think this book will help.

It's a whole new take on bedtime books. Wonderful! I hope Ms. Srinivasan comes out with more!

My grandson has a beautiful round head ,big blue eyes and the best smile ever and for some

reason this cute little owl book reminded me of Owen. So of course ,I had to get it ! Its a great book

:-) He loves it!

I love this book, my toddler loves this book and my older kids love this book! It is so beautifully

illustrated and written. It's whimsical and sweet and I thoroughly enjoy reading it (even over and

over and over) to my little one. I highly recommend this board to anyone looking to get something



for a baby, toddler or young child. It's sturdy (some board books aren't so much) and it has more

pages than a lot of board books we have seen. I really cannot recommend it enough. It's a favorite

in our home.
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